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Muhammad is the messenger of Islam.  Born in Mecca in the year 570, Muhammad grew into a

sensitive and thoughtful man who believed deeply in the worship of one true god.  In his fortieth

year, Muhammad experienced a revelation from the angel Gabriel that he, Muhammad, was the

messenger of God. Over the next twenty-three years, he received many such revelations, all of

which were written down by scribes at the time of revelation to become the Koran, the sacred

scripture of Islam, a religion that is practiced by nearly one-quarter of the world's population and

holds as its most sacred tenet that there is no god but God.  Through a clear text and stunning

illustrations based upon those of traditional Islamic expression, the award-winning artist Demi here

introduces the remarkable life of the Prophet Muhammad for young readers.
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The illustrations in this book are amazing -- gold gilt and beautiful details. The text is easy to read

and fluid and is the standard accepted scholarly biography of Muhammad's life. (This is not a

revisionist religious studies discussion, after all, and she's not pushing any envelopes.)Demi's tone

is not reverent, but respectful and considerate. The review from School Library Journal above

reveals more about the author's prejudices than this book's biases: she says that Muslims weren't

supposed to be friends with Jews and Christians, but the Jews and Christians to whom the Qur'an

refers were the ones persecuting the early Muslims in 7th century Arabia. The reviewer neglects to

mention that the Qur'an also says that Muslims can MARRY Jews and Christians because of their



elevated status in Islam (Jews and Christians are called "People of an Earlier Revelation").Demi, on

the other hand, has adopted a very appropriate tone for this book. In a children's book about Jesus

or Moses or Krishna, I would want to see a respectful narrative tone, as well.Highly recommended

for both children and adults -- a lovely way to get to know something about the 2nd largest religion

in the world.

Firstly, I hope nobody is reading the School Library Journal's shockingly bigoted and unprofessional

"review of this book". I am writing directly to the SLJ to let them know how I feel about the "review"

above which is not a review at all but a horribly ignorant and bigoted diatribe against Islam, rather

than an actual review of this book. It appears that the author of the review simply didn't like the book

because she has a lot of preconceived prejudices against Islam and Muslims and she is just upset

that this book doesn't reflect her ideas. Very disappointing and unprofessional coming from a such a

widely-regarded publication.This book is an outstanding summary of the life of the Prophet

Muhammad which is beautiful and informative for both children and adults. As a Muslim I find it

deeply respectful and accurate. One minor issue for Muslims is that, while care is taken to obscure

the face of the Prophet Muhammad as is the custom, there are faces on the picture that shows

other Prophets (such as Moses and Jesus) and it appears that the author was not aware that the

prohibition on depicting the faces is for all Prophets not just for Muhammad. Some Muslims I know

have simply used gold-toned pens to cover them.I use this book both for my children and for

interfaith dialogue groups due to its brevity, accesibility, and sheer beauty.

Written and illustrated by award-winning children's book author Demi, Muhammad is a unique and

superbly crafted picture book presentation of the religious and historical figure of Muhammad, the

man who brought the scripture and faith of Islam to the world. In keeping with Islamic tradition, the

Prophet Muhammad and his family are not pictured directly; instead, a solid gold silhouette

represents Muhammad in the various simple, expressive color illustrations. The text succinctly

records Muhammad's life, faith, and his efforts to spread the word of God. Muhammad is highly

recommended for all ages and would make an excellent acquisition choice for school and

community libraries wanting reliable materials to explain Islam to young American readers.

My son's father is a Muslim from Senegal, Africa and my mother purchased this book when my son

was born. It is just stunning, beautiful and perfect in it's description of the Prophet (peace be unto

him) for my boy to learn about who his father is as a muslim man. I am a methodist (and show



respect to all religions) and want my boy to learn for himself which religion in life to be. This book is

a beautiful tool to begin learning.

This is a gorgeous book, with really beautiful illustrations and a respectful narrative that's been

checked and proofread by academic historians on the subject. It's informative without being either

for or against the subject matter. (In fact, the tone is a bit like a college classroom professor's, but of

course much easier to understand!) Highly recommended. She's done books on other religous

personages, too.

Demi writes a children's book of Muhammad and it is wonderful. She gets around the fact that

human images are not acceptable in Islam by having a gold figure pose as Muhammad. The book

covers all of Muhammad's life, especially his religious conversion. I highly recommend this book. It

is glorious to look at and wonderful to read.

I have been a fan of author-illustrator Demi's works for a while, and found myself captivated by her

recent book on the life of St. Joan of Arc. Then I came across this book on the Prophet Muhammad,

and was captivated by the cover art, so I promptly checked it out of the library. This book is

gorgeously illustrated and what makes it even more amazing is the illustrator's sensitivity to the

Muslims in not depicting the Prophet Muhammad's image which is forbidden in Islam (if I'm not

mistaken, Islam prohibits representing human images), so Demi opts to depict the Prophet

Muhammad as a gold-colored image.The artistic style adopted here is of the Persian miniature

style, and it is beautiful indeed. I felt like I was reading an Islamic manuscript. The story follows

Prophet Muhammad's life since birth, to his upbringing, and into adulthood. It covers the main

events in his life such as his receiving the revelation from Allah (God) through the angel Gabriel;

how the words of God were put down by Muhammad through the aid of scribes, an endeavor that

took 23 years; the Ascension; and, many more up till his death. There are also selected verses from

the Quran in the book.This is a well-written and beautifully-illustrated book on the life of Prophet

Muhammad and is most suited to children ages 8 and up.

This is a beautiful, brief biography of the life of Muhammad. Demi's illustrations are lovely and are a

perfect complement to his life. Of course it does not cover every aspect of Muhammad's life, but it is

respectful and Demi's selection of episodes in his life are accurate and not misleading at all. I highly

recommend this book as an introduction to Muhammad and Islam.
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